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The VWVeaver-Plvot Mount has a quick pivot-

ing action that allows the scope to be swung

to the side for instant use of iron sights. It is

dependable and accurate with the rigidity

and strength of fixed top mounts:.

A good moumt holds the scope low for eas7y
sighting, allowws correct scope location for the

best eye position, has split rings, is easily re-

movable, but the two features that are essen-
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lns+an+ change from scope o iron sigh+5

tial are rigidilty and /uILy deperdaple align-

The wide ring spacing, top mounting,

solid scope support, and tapered bearings gilve

the VWVeaver-Pivot Mount these two essential
features, plus all the others.

VWeaver-type split rings are used,giving a
smooth outline with no protruding Iugs and

screws. The mounts can be imstalled without

removimg any parts from the scope so the

scope「s adjustment and moilsture seals are not

affected.

The Pivot Mount turns on tapered bearltugs
which have take-up adjustments designed to

eliminate any possible play or looseness. The

hardened steel taper provides the pivoting

action and maintalns perfect zero. The pivot

itself does not tlake any shock of recoll which

is entirely absorbed by two solid flat sur-
faces designed for this purpose.

When the scope is in sighting position,the

Pivot Mount rIngs are turned down on solid
locating surfaces on the bases giving full sup-

port to the scope. The rings are locked in thils
position by spring latches but the scope can

be pivoted aside Instantly by pushing with

the fingers or by a quick tap with the heel

of the hand. When turned to the sighting po-
sition the mount closes with a solid“chock“

and you know the scope is back in perfect

Zzer0.

Hor packing or shipping the scope can be

entirely removed from the rifle simply by
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unscrewing the hardened tapers,VVhen re-
placed the scope returns to exact alignment.

VVeaver-Pivyot Mounts are made for

and 1.023“「“(26mm) dliameter scopes; bases

are made for a number of rifles (see list on
other side). Many rifles are factory drilled

for the Pivot Mount. These include the VWVin-

chester Models 70, 88; Remington Models
721,722,740,760,Savage Model 99; also

some Mauser type Iitles:.

  



   

    

WEAVER-PIVOT MOUNT

MADE FOR RIFLES LISTED BELOW
BASES FOR

MAKE AND MODEL OF RIFLE pIYOT MOUNT
ENFIELD with reshaped receiver 3

Receiver shaped like VWVinchester 70. . . . 137 135
Receiver shaped like Remington 721. . 136 135

F. N. MAUSER, HIGGINS 50, MAUSER
with receiver ring about 1.410“ diam-
eter*、 Regular bases for eyepieces up to
rrcn6 0
Slightly higher bases for e6yepieces
沥i145 146

HUSQVARNA (HVA action only) … {55 146
ell训 1 1
toe136 t40
REMINGTOMN 760, one-piece base No. .. 151
REMINGTOMN 740, one-piece base No. .. {56
沥114 “119
WINCHESTER 54*+,early Model 70

Regular bases for eyepieces up to 1.355“
diameter 吴 万 万技朗 技 万 吴 河 138 135
Slightly higher bases for 6yepieces
标一148 146

WINCHESTER 70 new models
Model 70, .375, .300 Magnum calibers

Regular bases for eyepieces up to 1.355“
训4 8
Slightly higher bases for 6yeDpiece s
沥e149 146

Model 70 in other calibers
Regular bases for eyepieces up to 1.355“
n技F
Slightly higher bases for 6y epieces
BP to 14》 146

WINCHESTER 88, one-piece base No.. .. 153

(*“) Reauires altering of bolt handle for any Scope。.
 

INSTANT CHOICE OF SI6HTS. Scope pivots

to the side instantly for use of iron sights:.

TopP MOUNTING. Top mounting gives

wide spacing of the mount rings,

ty, low scope position, easy installation.

ACCURATE ALIGNMENT. Mounts pivyot on

tapered bearings for perfect alignment.

Shock of recoil is not transmitted to the

bearings but is taken on solid recoil sur-

faces.

SOLID SCOPE SUPPORT. Wide spacing with

both mount rings bearing solidly on their

bases give rigid support to the scope.

NO DRILLING OR TAPPING. On rifles with

factory drilled holes, such as Winchester

M70,88, Remington M721,722,740,
760, Savage M99 and some Mauser style

rifles, no drilling is necessary.

POSITIVE LOCKING. The spring latches as-

sure positive locking of the rings on the

bases:.

SPLIT MOUNT RINeS. The mount rings

can be put on the scope without remov-

ing the eye piece,turret or any Parts.

The moisture and vapor seals are niot

broken and no optical adjustments are

affected.

euUlcCK SCOPFE REMOVYAL. The scope can be
quickly taken off the rifle. Replacement

is accurate; alignment is exact.
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PIVOT MOUNT PRICES

Pivot Mount 一 Complete . , $12.50

Pivot Mount Scope Rings, Pair . . 、 {1.50

Pivot Mount Bases, Pair . , 1.50

Drill and Tap for Attaching … 1.00

Attaching Scope to Rifle at Factory 、 4.25

W. R. WEAVER CO. 一 EL PASO, TEXAS

FORM 154一8-55 PRHNTED IN U.8.A.

 


